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Depth-electrode recordings from the auditory cortex of humans undergoing presurgical evaluation for epilepsy allow the recording of
ensemble responses to pitch in the form of local field potentials. These recordings allow another test of the hypothesis that there is a
specialized neural ensemble for pitch within auditory cortex. Moreover, the technique allows recordings from multiple sites with milli-
second temporal resolution to allow modeling of the effective connectivity between these sites. Here we argue that this takes the form of
a hierarchical network of pitch-sensitive regions. Activity can be understood as reflecting predictive coding, in which perceptual predic-
tions and error messages are continuously exchanged between a higher pitch center and lower-level auditory cortex.

Evidence from intracranial recordings for a lateral
pitch center
Human fMRI studies (Griffiths et al., 1998; Patterson et al., 2002;
Penagos et al., 2004) and lesion studies (Zatorre, 1988; Johnsrude
et al., 2000) suggest an area in the cerebral cortex that is special-
ized in the representation of pitch in non-primary auditory cor-
tex, specifically in the vicinity of lateral Heschl’s gyrus (HG) (see
review by Griffiths and Hall, 2012). Other studies have also im-
plicated this region in computational functions that seem crucial
for extracting pitch from complex sounds, such as spectral infor-
mation integration over time or frequency channels (Zatorre and
Belin, 2001; Hall et al., 2002; Schönwiesner et al., 2005). The
proposal of a “pitch center” in human lateral non-primary audi-
tory cortex can be directly tested by recording intracerebral po-
tentials using chronically implanted electrodes. This technique
has high temporal and spatial resolution, making it possible to
locate the cerebral sources of pitch-related responses and relate
their temporal characteristics to previous results from noninva-
sive techniques with high temporal resolution, such as magneto-
and electroencephalography. Only two previous studies have re-
corded intracerebral potentials related to pitch processing with
depth electrodes (Schönwiesner and Zatorre, 2008; Griffiths et
al., 2010). Here, we review these studies and provide a novel
framework of distributed pitch processing. Results of these stud-
ies are schematically summarized in Figure 1. Schönwiesner and
Zatorre (2008) measured responses from different locations
along HG to transitions from a non-pitched stimulus to a spec-
trally matched but temporally regular noise (regular-interval
noise, RIN) that evokes a percept of pitch (for more details of the

RIN stimulus, see Yost, 1996). The RIN was preceded by a 1-s-
long noise without pitch so that the transient response evoked by
the sound onset would subside before the pitch onset. This makes
it possible to isolate pitch-related responses in time from other
processes. Krumbholz et al. (2003) used this design in an MEG
experiment to isolate a transient component of the auditory
evoked field that indicates pitch processing (“pitch onset re-
sponse”). Results from intracerebral recordings showed a pitch-
onset response at an electrode contact close to lateral HG, but not
at medial contacts. This lateral site was within non-primary
auditory cortex, because responses to pure tones were less
frequency-specific and had longer latencies than responses from
primary auditory cortex at medial recording sites.

Evidence from intracranial recordings for distributed
pitch responses
Recent studies have collected evidence for the involvement of
other regions of auditory cortex in pitch processing in both hu-
mans and animals. Griffiths et al. (2010) recorded local field po-
tentials in response to transition from noise to RIN at multiple
contacts along the axis of HG in two human subjects. In one
experiment, rate of periodicity of RIN was varied from 8 Hz to
256 Hz. Taking advantage of the fact that the percept of pitch is
evoked only when the rate of periodicity is above �30 Hz (lower
limit of pitch, Krumbholz et al., 2000; see also review by Oxen-
ham, 2012), Griffiths et al. (2010) dissociated brain responses
that correlate with the stimulus feature of temporal regularity
from the responses that reflect the pitch percept. They observed
that phase-locked responses occurred at all rates of periodicities
of RIN, both below and above the lower limit of pitch, whereas
induced response in the high gamma range (80 –120 Hz) oc-
curred only when the rate of periodicity was above 32 Hz. This
shows that while the evoked response may reflect the representa-
tion of stimulus features, the induced response in the gamma
range may be a correlate of the pitch. Both evoked and induced
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responses were distributed along medial and middle HG, but
were weaker at the more lateral contacts.

In another experiment, Griffiths et al. (2010) varied salience of
pitch of RIN, with the pitch value kept fixed. As the pitch salience
increased, the magnitude of both the evoked and induced re-
sponses increased at all locations along the HG. The distributed
sensitivity to pitch salience is in apparent contradiction with re-
sults from Bendor and Wang (2010), where neurons that in-
creased their firing rate with increase in pitch salience were
located only in the pitch center.

Evidence from Griffiths et al. (2010) shows that pitch-related
information is available in multiple areas of the auditory cortex.
Further evidence for distributed representation of pitch also
comes from studies in animals. In ferrets, Walker et al. (2011)
found sensitivity to pitch in all auditory areas that were examined
in the study, including primary auditory cortex (see also review
by Wang and Walker, 2012).

Modeling pitch perception
Given the evidence that pitch-related responses are present in
multiple areas of the auditory cortex, an immediate concern is
how the different areas interact during pitch processing. More-
over, a single pitch center in auditory cortex is in contradiction
with the distributed view. Could the two views be reconciled by
considering that one area plays a dominant role, thereby incor-
porating the role of a pitch center within a distributed system?
This hypothesis can be tested with a network-level analysis of the
activity observed across multiple auditory areas.

One influential model of perception, the predictive coding
model (Rao and Ballard, 1999; Friston and Kiebel, 2009), pro-
vides an explanation of how information is integrated across
multiple areas during perception. This model has found strong
empirical support both in the visual (Srinivasan et al., 1982; Dong
and Atick, 1995; Hosoya et al., 2005; Jehee et al., 2006) and audi-
tory (Smith and Lewicki, 2006; Vuust et al., 2009; for review, see
Winkler et al., 2009; Winkler and Czigler, 2012) modalities. The
predictive coding model of brain function posits that the brain
holds an internal model of the world which is embedded in the
cortical hierarchy of the brain. Using this internal model, areas at
higher level of hierarchy actively predict the input they expect to
receive from lower areas. This prediction is passed to the lower

area via backward connections. The lower area computes predic-
tion error (difference between the prediction received from the
area above and the representation at that level), which is passed to
the higher area via forward connections. The strength of forward
and backward connections is constantly adjusted so as to mini-
mize prediction error.

The predictive coding model of pitch perception entails that
the auditory system actively predicts the pitch of an ongoing

Figure 1. Summary of previous studies on pitch processing using depth-electrode recordings. Positions of electrode contacts are illustrated as colored circles on the surface of the right superior
temporal plane (viewpoint shown with red arrow in the top-left inset). Heschl’s gyrus is between the black arrows, with primary auditory cortex highlighted in green and lateral, non-primary cortex
highlighted in red. Griffiths et al. (2010) found induced and phase-locked responses in medial and middle Heschl’s gyrus (yellow circles) and weak responses at more lateral contacts (gray circles).
Induced responses were found as gamma-band oscillations in a time-frequency analysis. Phase-locked responses were demonstrated by a significant peak in the autocorrelation of the evoked
responses at the inverse of the pitch frequency. Schönwiesner and Zatorre (2008) found strong pitch-onset responses (POR), but only small sound-onset responses, at the most lateral contact (blue
circle) to the onset of RIN pitch in an ongoing noise. Medial electrode contacts (red circles) showed strong sound-onset responses (SOR), but small or no pitch-onset responses.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of predictive coding model of pitch perception. Both
lateral and medial parts of Heschl’s gyrus receive stimulus independently from the auditory
thalamus (black arrow). The lateral HG, makes a prediction of pitch which is passed to the
medial HG via backward connections (red arrow), where prediction error (difference between
the prediction received from lateral HG and stimulus representation at medial HG) is computed
which is passed to the lateral HG by means of forward connections (blue arrow).
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stimulus rather than passively extracting the stimulus features
from which the percept is generated. Evidence that the auditory
system can predict the future course of the stimulus from the past
temporal regularity of the stimulus at fine temporal resolution
comes from a number of studies (Grimm and Schröger, 2007;
Grimm et al., 2011; for review, see Bendixen et al., 2012). If pitch
perception could be explained by the predictive coding, then this
model makes the following specific predictions. (1) Areas of the
pitch system should be organized hierarchically. This is because
areas at different levels of hierarchy integrate stimulus informa-
tion at different temporal scales (Okada et al., 2010). Lower-level
areas may track local fluctuations in spectro-temporal features,
but may not integrate over a time scale sufficient for producing a
pitch percept, whereas higher-level areas may integrate informa-
tion over a time scale suitable for producing a pitch percept.
These higher-level areas may thus predict pitch value more reli-
ably than lower-level areas. (2) Connection strength between hi-
erarchical levels should change as a function of pitch salience of
the stimulus. This is because with a higher pitch saliency, pitch
value can be predicted with greater reliability which in turn de-
creases prediction error computed at the lower level in hierarchy.
Because prediction is conveyed by the top-down connections and
prediction error is conveyed by the bottom-up connections, the
strength of the top-down connection would increase, and, corre-
spondingly, the strength of the bottom-up connection would de-
crease with greater pitch saliency.

Kumar et al. (2011) further analyzed the data reported by
Griffiths et al. (2010) using dynamic causal modeling (DCM)
(David et al., 2006). The central idea behind DCM is to identify
causal interactions (effective connectivity) between two or more
areas. The term “causal” in DCM refers to how the activity of one
brain area changes the dynamics and/or response of another area.
In addition to quantifying effective connectivity between areas,
DCM also allows the comparison of hierarchical architectures
within the auditory system by defining forward connections
(from lower to higher areas), parallel connections (between areas
at the same hierarchical level), and backward connections (from
higher to lower areas; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). Without
prior assumption of the processing hierarchy of areas along HG,
Kumar et al. (2011) generated an exhaustive set of all possible
hierarchical configurations of medial, middle, and lateral HG.
Using Bayesian model comparison to determine the configura-
tion, or the model that explains the data best, it was shown that
areas on the HG were arranged in the following hierarchical con-
figuration: lateral part of HG is at a higher level of hierarchy than
the medial and middle part of HG, both of which are at the same
levels of hierarchy. This hierarchical configuration is in agree-
ment with the evidence from depth-electrode recordings along
HG, showing that the medial and middle electrode contacts are in
primary auditory cortex, whereas the lateral contacts are in non-
primary cortex (Brugge et al., 2009). Further analysis of how this
connectivity varies with pitch salience showed that strength of
backward connection from lateral HG to both medial and middle
HG increased with pitch salience, whereas the strength of forward
connections from medial and middle HG to lateral HG decreased
with salience in accordance with predictive coding mechanism of
pitch perception. A schematic of the proposed predictive coding
model of pitch perception is shown in Figure 2.

The localized and distributed views of pitch perception may
not be completely antagonistic to each other. In the above model,
we find that lateral HG plays more of a “dominant” role in pitch
perception in the sense that it is involved in actively predicting the
pitch of the stimulus. Lateral HG may thus comprise pitch-

specific processing mechanisms that lead increased responses to
pitched stimuli compared with non-pitched stimuli in functional
neuroimaging studies.

Conclusions and future directions
There are two features of the above model that are distinct from
the models of pitch perception proposed previously (for review,
see Cheveigné, 2005). First, in addition to the bottom-up flow of
information, the pitch system has a top-down component. Sec-
ond, the pitch system is hierarchical; that is, information is pro-
cessed at multiple levels. Most previous models of pitch
perception lack both of these features (for a counterexample, see
Balaguer-Ballester et al., 2009), which makes these models less
biologically plausible. Evidence from psychophysical studies also
shows that a top-down component plays a role in pitch percept:
whether a mistuned component of harmonic complex changes
the pitch of a harmonic complex or not depends on the context in
which it occurs (Darwin and Ciocca, 1992). Similarly, the evi-
dence that the pitch system can use different time scales to com-
pute the percept of pitch (Plack and Oxenham, 2005) shows the
importance for the system to be hierarchical.

Limitations of the evidence and the model presented here
need to be recognized. First, evidence from the human fMRI
suggests that pitch-related information may be available in areas
outside the HG. Because of the limited coverage of depth-
electrode recordings, contributions of those areas to pitch per-
ception have not been assessed. Second, the model does not
distinguish between representations of pitch and of other features
that covary with pitch, such as temporal regularity. The model is
therefore equally valid for those acoustic features that correlate
with pitch.

The animal work on pitch perception has been mainly in-
formed by recordings from single or multiple units in the audi-
tory cortex. In contrast, human neurophysiology work has
focused on local field potentials. In the future, recording of mul-
tiunit activity from high-impedance electrodes (Howard et al.,
1996) will allow studying human pitch processing at the single
cellular level and potentially bridge the gap between animal and
human results.
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